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Abstract: In this study, we systematically investigate the influence of stress states, relative locations,
and orientations of crack—γ/γ′ phase interfaces on the deformation and crack propagation behaviors
of the Ni-based superalloy through molecular dynamics simulations. The stress state with high stress
triaxiality will impede the plastic deformation process of the system, thereby promoting brittle crack
propagation within the system. But the stress state of low stress triaxiality results in obvious plastic
deformation and plastic crack propagation behaviors of the system. The deformation system with
cracks located in both the γ and γ′ phase exhibits the slowest growth rate, regardless of applied
stress states. Additionally, the deformation process demonstrates prominent plastic behavior. For the
deformation system with cracks perpendicular to the γ/γ′ phase interface, the γ/γ′ phase interface
will hinder the crack propagation. Our research provides interesting observations on deformation
and crack propagation behaviors at an atomic level and at a nano-scale which are important for
understanding deformation and fracture behaviors at a macroscopic scale for the Ni-based superalloy.

Keywords: stress state; crack location; crack orientation; crack propagation; Ni-based superalloy

1. Introduction

Due to its exceptional elevated-temperature strength, oxidation resistance, and corro-
sion resistance, the Ni-based superalloy has been extensively utilized as elevated-temperature
components in aircraft engines [1–4], including turbine blades, turbine discs, and combus-
tors. Moreover, it has also found application as high-strength fasteners in wind-driven
generators [5]. These critical components inevitably experience damage and fracture during
service. Component fracture is a crucial concern that directly impacts integrity and safety [6].
Therefore, understanding the fracture process of materials is essential for enhancing compo-
nent safety and reliability. At the macroscopic scale, component fractures primarily occur
due to corrosion, fatigue, and creep mechanisms, among others. However, at smaller scales,
such as the atomic-level crack-scale, small crack growth up to meso-scale length crack
growth of materials contributes to the overall fracture process of components. Henceforth,
studying atomic-scale crack initiation and propagation in materials becomes imperative for
comprehending the fundamental mechanism behind macroscopic scale.

The crack propagation and fracture behaviors of the material have been successfully ob-
served at the atomic scale through the molecular dynamics simulation (MD) method [7–10].
The microstructure evolution of the crack growth and the fracture process is recorded by
tracking the motion of the atoms. Wu et al. [11] investigated the influence of temperature
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on the microstructural evolution and stress distribution during crack propagation in single
crystal nickel. They observed that, at elevated temperatures, crack growth was influenced
by the formation of voids and slip bands ahead of the crack tip. Zhang et al. [12] and
Chang et al. [13] employed molecular dynamics simulations to elucidate the interactions
between cracks, dislocations, and microtwins for various lattice orientations. Their find-
ings revealed that the lattice orientation significantly affects crack growth behavior. The
influences of grain boundary on the crack growth process in Al and Ni bicrystals were
investigated by Fang [14] and Zhang [15], respectively.

The Ni-based superalloy, such as Inconel 718, is primarily composed of the γ base (Ni),
γ′ (Ni3Al), and γ′′ (Ni3Nb) phase [16–18]. The MD method has also successfully investi-
gated the impact of the γ/γ′ interface on crack propagation in the Ni-based superalloy. Ma
and his colleagues [19] studied the influence of the γ/γ′ phase interface on fatigue crack
propagation and discovered that it hinders crack growth. Furthermore, the influence of the
γ/γ′ phase interface on the void growth and microstructure evolution has been analyzed,
and the research results are as follows. Jing et al. [20] found that by creating minor diameter
holes at the γ/γ′ phase interface, the yield strength of the materials can be improved.
However, Liu et al. [21] demonstrated that the presence of holes at this interface reduces
both yield strength, elastic modulus, and the plastic deformation capacity of materials.
Cui′s study [22] shows that holes in the γ/γ′ interface promote dislocation slip from the
γ phase to γ′ phase, thereby reducing mechanical strength. Nevertheless, there has not
been any systematic work so far to reveal how stress states, crack locations, and crack
orientations affect deformation and crack propagation behaviors as well as mechanisms for
Ni-based superalloys.

In this study, we employed the MD simulation method to systematically investigate
the influence of stress states, relative locations, and orientations of crack—γ/γ′ phase
interfaces on deformation and crack growth behaviors in Ni-based superalloys. Our
research provides valuable insights into the nano-scale, which are crucial for understanding
macroscopic deformation and fracture behaviors in Ni-based superalloys. For example,
after the ultrasonic surface rolling modification (USRM), Peng [23] found that the USRM led
to the crack initiation position being transferred to about 800 µm from the specimen surface
(the crack initiation position of the specimen without USRM is located on the specimen
surface). This migration behavior significantly reduces the tension–tension fatigue limit in
small-diameter specimens made of the Inconel 718 alloy. Our findings offer a microscopic
description of internal fatigue crack propagation in Ni-based superalloys under realistic
operating conditions.

2. Simulation Method and Details
2.1. Simulation Method and Model

In this work, the LAMMPS [24] (large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel
simulator) software was utilized to investigate the deformation and crack growth behaviors
in a Ni-based superalloy. The simulation model consisted of two phases: the γ phase (Ni)
and the γ′ phase (Ni3Al). The atomic arrangement of the two phases is shown in Figure 1f.
The dimensions of the model were 51.4 nm, 25.7 nm, and 25.7 nm along the X ([100]),
Y ([010]), and Z ([001]) directions, respectively. It included approximately three million
atoms. To eliminate lattice mismatch stress between the γ phase and γ′ phase, their
dimensions in the simulation model were chosen as naγ ≈maγ′ (where n and m are positive
integers). The lattice constant for γ (Ni) and γ′ (Ni3Al) are 3.524 Å and 3.573 Å, respectively,
which indicates that n = 73 and m = 72. Consequently, the size of γ (Ni) was set as
73aγ × 73aγ × 73aγ while the size of γ′ (Ni3Al) was set as 72aγ′ × 72aγ′ × 72aγ′ . The
interface between these two phases occurred at plane (100). By selectively removing some
atoms from specific regions within the simulated system, models with specified cracks
were created. As depicted in Figure 1, four types of crack locations were considered: within
the γ phase (Figure 1a); within γ′ phase (Figure 1b); at the interface between γ and γ′

phase (Figure 1c); and within both the γ phase and γ′ phase (Figure 1d). Additionally,
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to investigate the influence of crack orientations on the deformation and crack growth
behaviors, two types of orientation relationships were taken into account: the long axis
direction of crack was parallel to the interface between γ and γ′ phase (Figure 1c), while it
was perpendicular to this interface (Figure 1e).
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Figure 1. The MD model of Ni-based superalloy with crack.

The three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions are used in the simulation model.
Prior to deformation, a relaxation process of 10 ps is conducted at a temperature of 300 K
and a pressure of 0 bar using an isothermal–isobaric ensemble (NPT) [25–27]. Subsequently,
cyclic deformation is induced by applying strain. The NVE ensemble is employed for the
cyclic deformation process with increasing strain amplitude. The strain rate in the X direc-
tion remains constant at 1× 10−3 ps−1 for all models. The strain ratio (R = εmin/εmax = 0.5)
governs the cyclic deformation process, as depicted in Figure 2. Each cycle consists of
loading and unloading stages lasting for 10 ps and 5 ps, respectively. The maximum cyclic
numbers of all systems is set to N = 40. It should be noted that three calculations were
performed independently for each model to ensure result repeatability. Four different
stress states are obtained by applying distinct deformation conditions (Figure 3), which are
detailed in Table 1 along with their specific parameters (NO.1, NO.2, NO.3, and NO.4).
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Table 1. The specific parameters (strain rate) of four types of different stress states.

Stress States X Direction Y and Z Direction

NO. 1
loading +1 × 10−3 ps−1 −3 × 10−4 ps−1

unloading −1 × 10−3 ps−1 +3 × 10−4 ps−1

NO. 2
loading +1 × 10−3 ps−1 −2 × 10−4 ps−1

unloading −1 × 10−3 ps−1 +2 × 10−4 ps−1

NO. 3
loading +1 × 10−3 ps−1 0

unloading −1 × 10−3 ps−1 0

NO. 4
loading +1 × 10−3 ps−1 +1 × 10−4 ps−1

unloading −1 × 10−3 ps−1 −1 × 10−4 ps−1

2.2. The Interatomic Pairwise Interaction Potentials

In this study, the interatomic pairwise interaction potential of the γ(Ni)/γ′(Ni3Al) sys-
tem was described with an EAM/alloy potential [28]. The EAM/alloy potential provided
the total energy of system atoms as:

Ei = Fα

(
∑
j 6=i

ρβ

(
rij
))

+ 1/2·∑
j 6=i

∅αβ

(
rij
)

(1)

where F is the embedding energy which is a function of the atomic electron density ρ (rho);
∅ (phi) is a pair potential interaction; a and b are the element types of atoms I and J. The
relevant parameters of the EAM/alloy potential are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The relevant parameters of the Ni-Al interatomic EAM/alloy potential.

Parameter Value

Nrho 10,000
drho 0.5013228884 × 10−3

Nr 10,000
dr 0.62872 × 10−3

cutoff 6.28721
where Nrho and Nr are the number of tabulated values in the subsequent arrays; drho and dr are the spacing in
density and distance space for the values in those arrays.
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2.3. The Analysis Method of the Microstructure and the Stress Definition

To analyze the deformation and crack propagation behaviors of these systems, the mi-
crostructure evolution of the model are analyzed by common neighbor analysis (CNA) [29,30]
and the dislocation extraction algorithm (DXA) of the OVITO [31,32] software (the open
visualization tool).

The elements of the atomic-level stress tensor are calculated in this work, which
includes the atomic stress (σαβ(i)), the hydrostatic stress (σm) of the entire system, the
effective von Mises stress (σe) of the entire system, and the stress triaxiality (Tr) of the entire
system [33,34]. The atomic stress (σαβ(i)) is calculated by:

σαβ(i) = −1/Ω0·
[
1/2·∑j Fα

ijr
β
ij + Miυ

α
i υ

β
i

]
(2)

where a and b are the Cartesian components; Ω0 is the volume of the atoms; Fij is the force
exerted by atom j on atom i; rij is the vector component form of the relative position from
atom j to atom i; Mi is the mass of atom i; and υi is the velocity of atom i. The hydrostatic
stress (σm) of the entire system is calculated by:

σm = 1/3·
(
σx + σy + σz

)
(3)

where σx, σy, and σz are the stresses averaged over the entire system in the X, Y, and Z direc-
tions, respectively. The effective von Mises stress (σe) of the entire system is calculated by:

σe =
{

1/2·
[(

σx − σy
)2

+ (σx − σz)
2 +

(
σy − σz

)2
]
+ 6
(

σ2
xy + σ2

yz + σ2
xz

)}1/2
(4)

Then, the stress triaxiality of the entire system is given by:

Tr = σm/σe (5)

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. The Effect of Stress States on the Deformation and Crack Propagation Behaviors
3.1.1. The Deformation Behaviors

The initial stress triaxiality, stress-strain relationship, and characteristic strain of the
deformation system under various stress states is illustrated in Figure 4. The characteristic
strain of the deformation system encompasses the total strain (εt), elastic strain (εe), and
accumulated plastic strain (εp = εt − εe). It is important to note that the definition of total
strain (εt) is divided into two scenarios: (i) when the system experiences complete fracture
during cyclic deformation, it is defined as the strain at which fracture occurs; (ii) when
the system does not undergo complete fracture, it is defined as the total strain value after
40 cycles.

In the cyclic deformation process, as the stress state of the deformation system changes
from NO. 1 to NO. 4, there is an increase in the initial stress triaxiality of the system from
0.25 to 0.95. For low initial stress triaxiality (the stress state of NO. 1 and NO. 2), the
cyclic tensile stress gradually decreases after reaching its maximum value, with plastic
deformation dominating throughout the entire cyclic deformation process. However, for
high initial stress triaxiality (the stress state of NO. 4), the cyclic tensile stress rapidly
drops close to zero GPa after reaching its maximum value, and plastic deformation only
occurs briefly before reaching this peak (Figure 4b; shaded area). We further calculated
the total cyclic strain (εt), elastic strain (εe), and cumulative plastic strain (εp), as shown
in Figure 4c. It is evident that under different stress states (NO.1, NO. 2, NO. 3, and NO. 4),
accumulated plastic strains are measured at approximately 19.34%, 18.13%, 10.14%, and
2.58%, respectively. With increasing initial stress triaxiality from NO. 1 to NO. 4, the initial
stress triaxiality increases; thus, the deformation behavior transitions from typical plastic
behavior to brittle behavior.
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Under conditions of low stress triaxiality, the normal stress experienced by the atoms
in the system is relatively small, while the shear stress is comparatively large. This enhances
the likelihood of dislocation slip within the system, resulting in pronounced plastic defor-
mation behavior. Conversely, under high stress triaxiality conditions, the normal stress
exerted on the atoms becomes significant while the shear stress diminishes. Consequently,
dislocations encounter greater difficulty in movement and ultimately exhibit conspicuous
brittle behavior [35–38].

3.1.2. The Crack Length—Cyclic Numbers Relationship

According to the relationship between crack length and cyclic numbers shown in Figure 5,
the crack growth can be divided into three stages: stage I—crack growth incubation stage
(elliptic shadow region), stage II—crack rapid growth stage (inverted rectangular shadow
region), and stage III—crack stable growth stage (square shadow region). It is evident
that the cyclic numbers for each stage of crack growth in the deformation system vary
significantly with stress states. The stress states have a remarkable influence on the crack
propagation process. As the initial stress triaxiality of the system increases from 0.25 to 0.95,
there is a reduction in the required cyclic numbers for each stage of crack growth, leading
to an obvious acceleration in the rate of crack propagation.
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3.1.3. The Microstructure Evolution and Dislocations Density Analysis

We employed slice processing to acquire the microstructure of the regime exhibiting the
maximum crack length, as shown in Figure 6(a1,b1,c1,d1). For the system with stress state
NO. 1, from Figure 6(a1–a6), it can be observed that numerous stacking faults (red atomic
region—HCP structure) emerge during the cyclic deformation process, indicating that crack
propagation is accompanied by continuous emission and slip of dislocations. The emission
of dislocations from the crack tip and their subsequent slip on its slip plane facilitate bond
breaking within the crack tip region, ultimately leading to continuous plastic propagation
of cracks. The density of dislocations in the system monotonically increases with each
cycle number, further confirming that plastic deformation dominates throughout most of
the cyclic deformation process, as depicted in Figure 7. However, when subjected to high
initial stress triaxiality, crack growth occurs in three stages: nanopore formation, nanopore
growth, and merging of nanopores with main cracks (Figure 6d). This type of crack growth
exhibits a significantly higher propagation rate. For stress states NO. 2, NO. 3, and NO.
4, the density of dislocations in the deformation system decreases after reaching its peak
value due to complete fracture occurring in certain regions within this system. In addition,
we also analyzed the fracture morphology after crack propagation (Figure 6(a7,b7,c7,d7)).
It can be observed that under stress state NO. 1, after undergoing 40 cycles, the fracture
morphology becomes rough and uneven for this deformation system. However, under
stress state NO. 4, the entire system fractures completely after only 11 cycles, and exhibits a
relatively flat fracture morphology.
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3.2. The Effect of Crack Locations on the Deformation and Crack Propagation Behaviors
3.2.1. The Deformation Behaviors

Figure 8a shows the initial stress triaxiality of the deformation system under stress
state of NO. 3 with different crack locations. It is found that the deformation system with
the crack only located in the γ phase has the minimum initial stress triaxiality (Tr = 0.76).
The stress triaxiality of the deformation system with other crack locations (such as only
located in the γ′ phase, γ/γ′ phase interface, and both located in the γ and γ′ phases)
is about 0.84, which indicates that the crack locations have a minor effect on the stress
response of the deformation system.
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locations, where (a) is the initial stress triaxiality variation, (b) is the stress-strain curve, and (c) is the
characteristic strain variation.

As shown in Figure 8b, for the system with the crack only located at the γ phase,
when the cyclic deformation strain exceeds about 2.5%, the system has entered the plastic
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deformation stage. Thereafter, plastic deformation continues until the system completely
fractured. For the deformation system where the crack is only located in the γ′ phase, an
extremely short plastic deformation process occurs before the cyclic tensile stress reaches
its maximum value (blue curve in Figure 8b). When the crack is located at the γ/γ′ phase
interface and the cracks are located symmetrically in the γ and γ′ phases, the cyclic tensile
stress–strain curve of the system is obviously a zigzag shape, which indicates these two
systems have a clear plastic deformation process.

From Figure 8c, it is evident that when the crack solely exists in the γ′ phase, the system
exhibits pronounced brittle behavior during cyclic deformation. The accumulated plastic
strain is approximately 1%, and plastic strain only occurs briefly before crack propagation.
In contrast, for a system where the crack resides at the interface between the γ/γ′ phases,
plastic deformation behavior becomes more apparent compared to a system with cracks
solely located in the γ′ phase, resulting in a slightly larger accumulated plastic strain
(2.55%). Both of these crack locations demonstrate obvious brittle behavior. However,
when cracks are exclusively present in the γ phase or simultaneously exist in both the
γ and γ′ phases, significant plastic behavior is observed with respective accumulated
plastic strains of 8.48% and 9.67%. These findings indicate that relative locations of cracks
with respect to the γ/γ′ phase interface have a notable influence on system deformation
behavior; specifically, exhibiting brittle behavior when cracks are situated within the γ′

phase or at its interface while demonstrating plastic behaviors when cracks reside solely
within the γ. Notably, symmetrically positioned cracks within both γ and γ′ phases result
in optimal plastic deformation ability.

3.2.2. The Crack Length—Cyclic Numbers Relationship

The curves in Figure 9 illustrate the relationship between crack length and cyclic
numbers for a deformation system with varying crack locations. For the systems where
the crack is located only at the γ phase, the γ/γ′ phase interface, and cracks are located in
both γ and γ′ phases, the crack growth incubation stage is 10 cyclic numbers. However,
there are significant differences in the number of cyclic numbers required for rapid growth
and stable growth stages. As we observe changes in crack locations from both in γ and γ′

phase, only in γ phase, γ/γ′ phase interface to γ′ phase, there is a gradual reduction in
cyclic numbers necessary for crack growth and the crack growth rate increases. Notably,
when two cracks are symmetrically distributed within the system, the slowest rate of crack
propagation is exhibited.
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3.2.3. The Microstructure Evolution and Dislocation Density Analysis

The microstructure evolution of crack propagation in the deformation system, where
cracks are present in both the γ and γ′ phases, is illustrated in Figure 10. It can be observed
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that the symmetric distribution of two cracks with respect to the γ/γ′ phase interface
leads to their growth following a typical plastic behavior. As depicted in Figure 10(a3–a5),
during the initial stage of crack propagation, dislocation emissions passivate the crack
tip, resulting in slow crack propagation due to a continuous dislocation motion. With an
increase in cyclic numbers, such as when N = 16, dislocations emitted by both cracks con-
verge at the γ/γ′ phase interface and interact with each other (indicated by the red arrow
in Figure 10(a6)), leading to coalescence of the two cracks into a wider crack along the X di-
rection. Subsequently, this broader crack gradually propagates forward at a moderate rate.
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Figure 10. The microstructure evolution of the deformation system with crack located in both the
γ and γ′ phase. The red arrow on the subfigure (a6) indicates a dislocation slip band between the
two cracks.

The microstructure evolution and stress distribution of the deformation system with a
crack solely located at the γ′ phase are depicted in Figure 11. At N = 8, the crack initiates
propagation and continues for only two cycles before complete fracture of the system occurs.
This can be attributed to the limited plastic deformation capability during deformation,
leading to unrelieved stress concentrations at the crack tip. Consequently, rapid crack
propagation takes place without significant plastic deformation behavior, resulting in
swift and smooth fracture of the system within an extremely short number of cycles
(Figure 11(a5)).

The dependence of the dislocation density on the cyclic number is illustrated
in Figure 12. It can be observed that when the crack is solely located at the γ phase
and when cracks are distributed in both the γ and γ′ phases, there is a relatively high
maximum dislocation density during cyclic deformation. This can primarily be attributed
to the fact that the γ phase serves as the main plastic phase within the system, possessing a
accommodating plastic deformation. Conversely, when the crack is exclusively situated
at either the γ′ phase or at the interface between γ and γ′, there exists a relatively low
maximum dislocation density throughout cyclic deformation. The main reason is that the
γ′ phase is a hard and brittle phase with weak plastic deformation capacity, this leads to
the reduced production of dislocations emission and plastic deformation.
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3.3. The Effect of Crack Orientations on the Deformation and Crack Propagation Behaviors
3.3.1. The Deformation Behaviors

Figure 13a demonstrates how relative orientation between crack and phase interface
affects initial stress triaxiality. It can be observed that as stress state changes NO. 1 to
NO. 4, there is a gradual increase in initial stress triaxiality within this system. Furthermore,
regardless of stress state, systems with crack perpendicular to interface exhibit larger
initial stress triaxiality compared to those with crack parallel to interface. These findings
highlight that relative orientation of crack and interface significantly influences system′s
stress response, particularly under large stress triaxiality.
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Figure 13. The relationship of the stress and strain of the deformation system under various crack
orientations. And (a) is the initial stress triaxiality variation, (b) is the stress-strain curve, and (c) is
the characteristic strain variation.

Figure 13b depicts the cyclic tensile stress-strain behavior of the system with varying
orientations between the crack and γ/γ′ phase interface under NO. 1 and NO. 4 stress
states. It is observed that, under NO. 1 stress state, plastic deformation initiates at a strain of
approximately 5% for systems with cracks perpendicular to the phase interface, while cyclic
tensile stress remains constant throughout plastic deformation. Conversely, for systems with
cracks parallel to the phase interface, plastic behavior occurs only at a strain of about 3%, after
which cyclic tensile stress gradually decreases following its maximum value. The shaded
regions in Figure 13b represent zones of plastic strain within the deformation system.

The accumulated plastic strain of the system with different orientations between the
crack and γ/γ′ phase interface under stress states NO. 1 to NO. 4 is illustrated in Figure 13c.
Minor effects on the accumulative plastic strain of the system during cyclic deformation are
observed for stress states NO. 1 and NO. 2, regardless of the relative orientation between
the crack and interface. However, significant influences on the accumulated plastic strain
are observed at stress states NO. 3 and NO. 4, where systems with a crack perpendicular
to the interface exhibit much larger values compared to those with a crack parallel to the
interface. Therefore, it can be concluded that systems with a crack perpendicular to the
interface demonstrate excellent capacity for plastic deformation.

3.3.2. The Crack Length—Cyclic Numbers Relationship

At the stress state of NO. 1, for systems with crack parallel to the interface, the crack
propagation process consists of three typical stages (Figure 14), namely, the crack growth
incubation stage (about 25 cyclic numbers), followed by a rapid growth stage (only 3 cyclic
numbers), and finally reaching a stable growth stage (12 cyclic numbers). When subjected to
stress state NO. 4, there are only two stages in the crack growth process: an incubation stage
(around 9 cyclic numbers) and a rapid growth stage (only 2 cyclic numbers). In this partic-
ular orientation relationship, the system exhibits an exceptionally fast crack propagation
rate, requiring only 11 cyclic numbers for complete fracture. However, during the entire
cyclic deformation process of systems with cracks perpendicular to the interface, the crack
propagates at a moderate rate from its initial length of 107 Å to reach a length of only 183
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Å. Under stress state NO. 4, both the incubation and rapid growth stages for systems with
this orientation relationship are very short (only lasting for approximately 7 and 4 cyclic
numbers, respectively), while the stable growth stage is significantly prolonged spanning
over 29 cyclic numbers.
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3.3.3. The Microstructure Evolution and Dislocation Density Analysis

The microstructure evolution of the system with a crack perpendicular to the γ/γ′

phase interface under stress states NO. 1 and NO. 4 is depicted in Figure 15. Due to
the low stress triaxiality observed in stress state NO. 1, the system exhibits excellent
plastic deformation ability, allowing for passivation of the crack tip through continuous
dislocation emission. The system experiences secondary strengthening effects as a result of
the continuous dislocation slip and dislocation reaction. Interestingly, when the system is
deformed under the stress state of NO. 4, the crack propagates only on one side of the γ′

phase until it fully traverses through the γ′ phase, subsequently meeting with the next γ/γ′

phase interface (Figure 15(b5)). Once this transition occurs and the crack growth reaches
stability at this new interface, further propagation becomes hindered due to significant
stress constraints impeding dislocation emission at the crack tip.

The dislocation density—cyclic numbers curve of the system with different orienta-
tions between the crack and γ/γ′ phase interface is illustrated in Figure 16. Under the stress
state NO. 1, there is little difference in the dislocation density of the final deformation state
between systems with different crack—phase interface orientations. This can be attributed
to continuous dislocation emission, slip, dislocation interaction, and increment occurring
during the deformation process of both systems under this stress state. However, for stress
state NO. 4, when reaching the final deformation state, it is observed that the system with
a crack perpendicular to the phase interface exhibits a significantly higher dislocation
density compared to that with a crack parallel to the phase interface. This phenomenon
is due to the fact that when the cyclic numbers are N = 15, crack propagation in the γ′

phase has been completed, and the crack tip meets with the next γ/γ′ phase interface
(Figure 15(b5)), at which the dislocation density of the system reaches the maximum. In
the subsequent deformation process, due to the hindering effect of the next γ/γ′ phase
interface on crack propagation (Figure 15(b6)), the crack hardly continues to propagate,
resulting in the dislocations density remaining almost constant during the process. This
result is consistent with the research of Xiao et al. [19].
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4. Conclusions

The deformation and crack propagation behaviors of the Ni-based superalloy were
investigated using MD simulations, with a focus on the influence of stress states, crack—
γ/γ′ phase interface relative locations, and orientation. The main conclusions were drawn,
as follows:

1. With the change in stress state from low stress triaxiality to high stress triaxiality, there
is a shift in deformation behavior and crack propagation mode from ductile behavior
to brittle behavior.

2. The deformation system with cracks located in both the γ and γ′ phase exhibits the
slowest growth rate under any applied stress states, while demonstrating obvious
plastic behavior during the deformation.
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3. For the deformation system with a crack perpendicular to the γ/γ′ phase interface,
the γ/γ′ phase interface will hinder the crack propagation.

Our research provides interesting observations of the deformation and crack propaga-
tion behaviors on an atomic level and at nano-scale which are important for understanding
deformation and fracture behaviors at a macroscopic scale for the Ni-based superalloy.
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